Your family is invited to participate in a nation-wide research study concerning children and stress.

The goal is to determine the best treatment for children and families

Who is eligible?
- Children ages 8-17
- Children WITH behavioral or emotional challenges of any kind
- Children NOT currently suicidal or hospitalized within the last 14 days

What will the study involve?
- One 2-3 hour interview (child and guardian interviewed separately)
- Interview will focus on life stressors, stress symptoms, and health services the child has received

What are the benefits of participating?
- Receive $50 per child & option to request assessment results
- Your information will help inform better treatment for children

TO PARTICIPATE PLEASE CONTACT:

**BOSTON, MA**
Jackson Ravenscroft, LCSW
617-232-1303 x 348
jravenscroft@jri.org

**SPRINGFIELD, MA**
Jessica Wozniak, Psy.D.
413-794-1136
jessica.wozniak@baystatehealth.org

**OAKLAND, CA**
Robyn Ganeles, MFT
510-648-4891
robyn_ganeles@senecacener.org

**CANTON, OH**
Jacquelyn Pidruzny, Ph.D.
330-454-7917 Ext. 161
jpidruzny@childandadolescent.org

**MEADVILLE, PA**
Bernice Leonard, LPC
814-807-0861
bleonard@parksidetherapy.com

**LOS ANGELES, CA**
Brenda Murrow, Ph.D.
310-204-1666
BrendaMurrow@VistaDelMar.org